Abstract. We relate the following conditions on a c-unital C*-algebra A with the "FS property": 
Introduction
Let K be the algebra of all compact operators on a separable Hilbert space 77, and let L(77) be the algebra of all bounded operators on H.
If A is a C*-algebra, we denote the Banach space double dual of A by A** and the multiplier algebra of A by M (A). We have inclusions A c M (A) c A**. For details of multiplier algebras the reader is referred to [3, 7, 11, 14, 24] among others.
Let 77^ = {{a,}: ai e A and Y^L\a\ai converges in norm}. Then 77b ecomes a Hilbert (right) .^-module with the ^4-valued inner product oo <R}> {*,-}) = YLa>i fora11 («<>• Weha- i=X We denote by L(HA) the set of all "bounded" module maps with an adjoint and by K(H.) the closed ideal of L(H.) called the "compact maps". More precisely, K(HA) is the norm closure of the set of all "finite rank" module maps with the form \Í2ex¡,yA-x^y^^ and n£N\.
Here for any pair of elements x and y in HA, 6X is defined by 6X (a) = x(y, a) for a £ HA . It is well known that L(HA)*M(A®K) and K(HA)^A®K as C*-algebras (see [24] for details). The definitions of L(HA) and K(HA) are closely analogous to those of L(77) and K, but many aspects of this analogy are far from clear. We call L(HA)/K(HA) the generalized Calkin algebra, and more generally M(A)/A the corona algebra of A . The canonical map from M(A) to M(A)/A is denoted by n .
The classical Kuiper's theorem has been generalized; that is, the unitary group of L(HA) is contractible in norm if A is cr-unital (see [17, 25] ). One natural question is whether the analogue of the Weyl-von Neumann theorem is true in L(HA), or more generally in M(A), for some C*-algebras (for example AF algebras) . We say that the generalized Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in M (A) if M (A) has the following "Weyl-von Neumann property":
For any selfadjoint element h of M(A), there are a bounded real sequence {a(} and mutually orthogonal projections {p(} in A such that J2°lxpl = 1 and h = ¿~^°lxXipi + a for some selfadjoint element a in A. ( We shall say that h is strongly quasidiagonal.)
We cannot expect a positive answer in a great generality due to the nature of the problem. We consider the Weyl-von Neumann property for the class of C*-algebras with the "FS" property. A C*-algebra A is said to have the FS property if the set of selfadjoint elements with finite spectrum is norm dense in the set of all selfadjoint elements of A [6, 26] . AF algebras, the Calkin algebra, von Neumann algebras, and Bunce-Deddens algebras [5; 8, §4] have the FS property. Various other examples of such C* -algebras will be given in subsequent papers of the author [30] . It has recently been proved [13] that A has FS if and only if A®K has FS; again iff A has real rank zero. A C*-algebra A is said to have the HP property if every hereditary C*-subalgebra of A has an approximate identity consisting of projections. It is known that A has FS if and only if A has HP [26; 6, 2.7] . Recall that the 7^-groups of AF algebras and von Neumann algebras are trivial [7] . But the Tí,-group is not necessarily trivial for a general C*-algebra with FS. The Calkin algebra and Bunce-Deddens algebras provide well-known counterexamples [7, 9.3.1; 5; 8, §4; 7, 10.11.4] . This paper is arranged as follows. In § 1 we give necessary preliminaries. In §2- §4, we assume that A is a C*-algebra with FS (usually A is cr-unital).
In §2 we shall relate the lifting of projections from M(A)/A to M (A) to the triviality of Kx -groups and quasidiagonality of selfadjoint elements in M (A) by proving various equivalent conditions. L. G. Brown [10] proved, as an ap-plication of the six-term exact sequence of 7£-theory, that every projection in M(A)/A lifts if A is an app-w*-algebra (this includes all AF algebras). G. A.
Elliott gave a different proof of Brown's result for AF algebras [19] . Later M.-D. Choi generalized this result with an elementary proof [15] . We shall prove that if the generalized Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in M (A), then every projection in M(A)/A lifts, and that every projection in M(A)/A lifts if KX(A) = 0. This generalizes L. G. Brown's result in [10] (also our proof is different). As a consequence, we obtain that if the Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in L(HA), then KX(A) = 0.
In §3 we prove the equivalence of five conditions to the strong quasidiagonality of a selfadjoint element in M (A) if A is cr-unital. The equivalence of these conditions was partially established in [23] . Here we also give a different proof. Consequently, we obtain that the generalized Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in M (A) if and only if M (A) has FS, and this implies that every projection in M (A)/A lifts. Each of these conditions implies that KX(A) = 0 if A is stable. Thus, the stabilized Bunce-Deddens algebras and the Calkin algebra provide basic counterexamples to the conjecture of G. K. Pedersen " A has FS => M(A) has FS". Various nontrivial counterexamples for " M(A)/A has FS but M (A) does not" will be given in subsequent papers [30] .
Any cr-unital C* -algebra (not necessarily with FS) has "the interpolation by multipliers" property: If p and q are two mutually orthogonal closed projections in A**, there is h in M(A) such that p < h < 1 -q (see [11] ). If the above h can be replaced by a projection in M (A), we say that "interpolation by multiplier projections" holds. L. G. Brown has recently proved that M (A) has FS if and only if A has FS and interpolation by multiplier projections holds [12] . In §4 we give five conditions equivalent to the interpolation by multiplier projections in the hope that they will be of use in settling the problem whether M (A) has FS if A is AF. Combining results of [12] and Theorems 3.1 and 4.2, we obtain eleven conditions equivalent to the Weyl-von Neumann property.
Preliminaries
First of all, we fix some notations. If ^4 is a C*-algebra, we denote the set of all selfadjoint elements of A by As a and the set of all positive elements of A by A+ . If p and q are two projections in A, then p ~ q means that p and q are Murray-von Neumann equivalent, p < q means that p is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to a subprojection of q , and [p] denotes the Murray-von Neumann equivalence class of projections containing p. A will denote the C*-algebra obtained by joining an identity to A .
We denote the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A supported by an open projection p by her(p) and the hereditary C* -algebra generated by a set D of elements in M (A) by her(7J>).
1.1. Lemma [20, 2.1], Let A be a C*-algebra and e, f be two projections in A such that \\f -fef\\ < ß < 1/4. Then there is a unitary u £ Ä such that ufu* < e and \\u -1|| < 6/?1' .
The following proposition was proved for separable C*-algebras in [23] . We give a proof for the cr-unital case.
1.2. Proposition. If A is a o-unital C*-algebra with an approximate identity consisting of projections, then A has an increasing sequential approximate identity consisting of projections.
Proof. Let {ex}XeA be an approximate identity of A consisting of projections and h a strictly positive element of A . Then there are Xx -< X2 -<■•■-< Xn -< • • • in A such that \\ex h -h\\ < l/n. Then {e, } is a sequential approximate n An identity of A consisting of projections. Write en = ex . Let fx = ex. There is «j such that ||/,(1 -^ )/j|| is small enough for Lemma 1.1 to apply. Then there is a unitary ux £ A such that \\ux -1|| < e, and uxfxu\ < en . Let f2 = u\en ux. Then /, < f2 and ||/2 -en || < 2e,. By applying the above argument inductively, we can construct the desired approximate identity. D
1.3.
Definition. An element x in M (A) is said to be weakly quasidiagonal if there exist ai in A such that ata* = a*üj = a^j = ajai = 0 for i ^ j and x = X3°^i a i + a for some a in A, where J2°lx ai is a sum converging in the strict topology. The element x is said to be quasidiagonal if there exist mutually orthogonal projections pi in A with X^iT7, = 1 and a¡ m P¡APj such that x = Y^=i a¡ + a f°r some a in A. The element x is said to be strongly quasidiagonal if there exist mutually orthogonal projections pt in A with Y^iL\Pi -! anc* a bounded sequence {aJ such that x = YlT=x ^iPi + a for some a in A.
1.4. Remarks on 1.3. (1) By Dini's theorem, it is easy to see that Yl"=iPi converges to the identity of M (A) in the strict topology.
(2) For any bounded sequence {AJ , Yl"=\ A,/>, converges strictly to an element yj°^ XjPj in M (A). This follows from the estimate 0<b m b* < umlb EPi b* for any b £ A and n < m.
(3) It is trivial that if x is strongly quasidiagonal, then x is quasidiagonal, and thus x is weakly quasidiagonal. But the converses are not true in general since A may be short of projections. For example, if A is the c0-direct sum of infinitely many copies of a projectionless C*-algebra, then we can find elements in M (A) that are weakly quasidiagonal but not quasidiagonal. Similarly, we can also obtain examples of quasidiagonal elements that are not strongly quasidiagonal. (a) If x in M(A)S3 is weakly quasidiagonal or quasidiagonal, then the elements a 's and a in the sum x = y"°°, a, + a can be chosen from yl .
(b) If a in A7(^4)sa is strongly quasidiagonal, then numbers Xi in the sum x = Y°°, X p¡ + a can be chosen to be real and a can be chosen from A^ . [19] and M.-D. Choi generalized this result by an elementary argument without using K-theory [15] . For cr-unital C*-algebras with FS, we relate the lifting of projections to the triviality of Tí,-groups and the quasidiagonality and prove a more general result by a new method.
2.1. Examples, the Calkin algebra has FS and a nontrivial Tí",-group Z (by [7, 9.3.1] ). If A is one of Bunce-Deddens algebras (see [5] ), then A is a simple, separable C*-algebra with FS [5; 8, §4] and Tí", (.4) is nontrivial (see [7, 10.11.4] ). These C* -algebras provide basic examples of non-AF algebras but with FS. 
Therefore, a -X and d are mutual inverses in pbB**pb. Let
Then x £ 77** and (a -X)x = pb + ( 1 -pb) = 1. It follows that x is the inverse of (a -X) in 77**. Thus (a -X) is invertible in 77 also (see [18, 1.3.10] ). Hence X $ o(a). Therefore, o(a)\{0, 1} c o(l -c)\{0, 1}.
Similarly, if X £ cr(a)u{0, 1}, then (a-X)~x exists. Using b*a = (l-c)b* and approximating f(t) = (t -X)~x by a sequence of polynomials uniformly on o(a), we get an element dx £ pb.B**pb. such that b*(a -X)~ = dxb*. Then y = dx -(\/X)(l -pb.) is the inverse of (1 -c -X) in 77**. Then (1 -c -X) is invertible in 77 also. Therefore, cr(l -c)\{0, 1} c o(a)\{0, 1} . This completes the proof. D G. K. Pedersen pointed out an easier proof for Lemma 2.4 as follows: Assume that 0 < X < 1 . Using the well-known fact that ct(av)\{0} = cr(yx)\{0} for any two elements in a Banach algebra, we see that X £ o(a) = o(pqp) if and only if
2.5. Lemma. Assume that A is a C*-algebra with FS and two projections p and q in M (A) ¡A lift to projections in M (A).
( 1 ) IfpAq lifts to a projection q in M (A), then we can choose a projection p A q such that n(p) =p.
(2) Ifp<q and q lifts to a projection q in M(A), then we can choose a projection p in M (A) such that p < q and n(p) =p. Ifp<q and p lifts to a projection p in M(A), then we can choose a projection q in M(A) such that p <q and n(q) = q. 
]).
Hence p is what we want.
(2) Let px and ^ be any projections in M (A) with re(p,) =p and n(q) = q. Then n(pxq) =pq=p, since p <q. Then pxq-px £ A and so p,(l -q)px £ pxApx . Since ,4 has FS, we can choose a projection p0 in p^p, such that IICPi -P0)tP,(l-«)P,](P, -P0)ll = lltei -P0)(l -i)(P, -P0)ll < 1/4. Therefore, g(t) = Xun n(0 is continuous on o(a) and so g (a) = p is a projection in qM(A)q . We claim that p is as desired. In fact, by [18, 1.5.3] ,
since 7t(p0) = 0 and p < q. p < q is clear. For the second sentence of the conclusion, by applying (1) to n(p) and 1 -q, we can find a projection qx £ M (A) such that qx A p and n(qx) = T -q . Let q = 1 -qx . Then p < q and 7r(<7) = q . (3) Let p and q be two commuting projections in M(A)/A. Then r = qp is a projection. By hypothesis, p lifts to a projection p in A/(^). Since f < p, we can find a projection r £ M (A) such that r < p and n(r) = r by (1). Since <? -r ±p, (2) applies, so we can find a projection qx £ M (A) such that n(qx) = q -r and qx ± p. Let q = qx + r. Then pq -qp = r and Ä(?) = rt(9,)-1-Ä(r) = 9. n The following theorem gives characterizations of the liftability of projections.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (en -en_x)h(en+x -en) for some increasing sequential approximate iden tity {en} of A consisting of projections.
Proof. Let pn+x = 1 -Yl"=\Pi and Xn+X = 0. Since A is cr-unital, the algebras her(p() (1 < i < n) are all cr-unital (see [11, 3.34] ). Since A has FS, every her(p;) has an increasing sequential approximate identity consisting of projections by Proposition 1.2. We can write p( = J2°¡L\Pij (1 < / < « + 1) for some mutually orthogonal projections p.. in piApi with the sums converging in the strict topology. Therefore, Y/"=xXjp¡ = J2%iJ2l= A^ijPij' Where X. = XiX=Xl2= -Xim= ■ for 1<i<«+1 andh = Z°°=xZ":¡¿!jPlj + a for some a £ A . It is clear that J2Pj¡ = 1 • Thus h is strongly quasidiagonal.
(a) => (d) For any projection q £ M(A)/A , let q be a projection in n l(q) Since A is cr-unital with FS, we can write q = VJ^ r. and 1 -q = TJ^1 r\ for some mutually orthogonal projections r., r\ in A, where the sums converge in the strict topology. Let ai = ri + r\ and ¿>; = 0 for all i. Then q has the desired form.
(d) =*• (a) Since n(h) = q, n(l -h) =l-q , and so n(h(l -h)) = 0. Then h(l -h) = a is an element in A . If n is large enough, we have
it follows that and
Let y be the inverse of x in (p -pQ)M(A)(p -p0), i.e., yx = xy = p -p0 . Then y > 0. Let y[/2v* = u. Then mm* = yx/2v*vyx/2 = yx/2xyx/2 = p -p0. It follows that « is a partial isometry in M (A). Clearly, n(x) = n(p) = p, since p0 £ A. Consequently, n(y) = 7t(y)n(p)3 = n(y)n(x) = n(yx) = n(p -p0) =p. Hence 7t(m) = n(yx/2)n(v*) = pn(v)* = v*, and so q = uu is a projection satisfying q ~ p -p0 . It is obvious that 7r(#) = q . U 2.9. Remark. The conclusions in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.8 are true in general for the quotient of a C*-algebra by a cr-unital closed ideal with FS. This generalization is obvious from the proofs. 
Characterizations of quasidiagonality
It was proved in [23] that if A is a separable closed ideal of a C*-algebra B with FS (necessarily A has FS also), then every selfadjoint element of T7 is quasidiagonal with respect to A . In this section, under the assumption that A is a cr-unital C*-algebra with FS, we study the quasidiagonality of selfadjoint elements in M (A) (M(A) may not have FS as we will see). We prove that a selfadjoint element of M (A) is strongly quasidiagonal if and only if it can be approximated in norm by selfadjoint elements with finite spectra. As easy consequences, under the assumption that A has FS, the generalized Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in M (A) if and only if M (A) has FS. If A is stable, a necessary condition for these two equivalent conditions is that Tí, (A) be trivial. It will be clear from the proof, that some of the following results are still true for a C*-algebra T7 and its cr-unital closed ideal A with FS although we will not state them in such a general form. Some implications of the following theorem have been proved in [23] . Proof. The second conclusion follows from Lemma 2.2. The first conclusion follows from the equivalence of (a) and (f) in Theorem 3. 
Theorem. If A is a o-unital C*-algebra with FS and h is a selfadjoint element in M (

Proof of (c) «• (d). (c) <= (d) is trivial. (c) =» (d)
We may assume that \\h\\ = 1. Let en \ 0 with (e,/48)2 < 1/4. Let tf, =p,. Since pm -, 1 in the strict topology and \\pmh-hpm\\ -* 0, there is mx > 1 suchthat ||tf,(l-pm)tf,|| < (e,/48)2 < 1/4 and \\p"h-hpmi\\ <e,/2.
By Lemma 1.1, there is a unitary ux £ A such that ||u, -1|| < e,/8 and «,tf,M, < pm . Let tf2 = u\pm ux. Then qx < q2 and \\q2h -hq2\\ < \\pmh -hpmi\\ + \\(q2-pm)h -h(q2-pm)\\ <e,/2 + 2||tf2-pmi|| = e,/2 + 2||pWi(M,-l)-(M,-l)pWi|| <e,/2 + 4||W,-l||<e,.
Repeating this argument, we get
(1) \\Pmh -hpm\\ < e¡/2 for some ml / oo ; It is easy to check that the second sum above is convergent in norm to an element a' £ A with Ufl'll < 2e£~i l/2/+2 < e/2 . Thus h-a = £>"_ -\_)h{-\ -<?",_,) e M(A)-
1=1
Since A has FS, the algebra A¡ = her(qn -qn ) has FS. We can find a selfadjoint element yi £ Ai with finite spectrum {/.. : 1 < j < rf} such that II*,--y à < £/2'+1 » where xi = (q" -an )h(Qn -Qn ) • Consequently, *-E* ;=i < *-£■ i=i Y>t-yt) ¡=i <||a'|| + £e/2,+1 <e. Let pn = qm (n) for each n . We claim that {pn} is an approximate identity of A (not necessarily increasing) and \\pnh -hpn\\ -> 0. In fact, for any element a £ A we have 0 < a*(I -pn)a <a*(lunenu*n)a. Then l|a*(l-P")«ll < \\a(l-unenun)a\\ < l|fl*(l -eH)a\\ + \\a*(en -unenun)a\\ < \\a*(l -en)a\\ + \\a\\2\\en(un -1) -(un -l)en\\ (c) There exist a sequential approximate identity {pn} of A consisting of projections (not necessarily increasing) such that \\pnx -xpn\\ -, 0.
(d) There exists an increasing sequential approximate identity {qn} of A consisting of projections such that \\qnx -xqn\\ -* 0.
(e) For any e > 0, there exist mutually orthogonal projections pi in A such that ¿~j p; = 1 and x = £°!, p(xp( + a for some a in A with \\a\\ < e.
Proof. We leave it to the reader to check that a minor modification in the proof of Theorem 3.1 will yield this proposition. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Moreover the above two statements imply that every normal element in M (A) is strongly quasidiagonal. Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
Interpolation by multiplier projections
If A is a C*-algebra, we say that the interpolation by multiplier projections holds if: Whenever two closed projections p, and p2 in A** are mutually orthogonal, there exists a projection r in M (A) such that p, < r < 1 -p2. Equivalently, if a closed projection p, and an open projection p in A** satisfy px < p , then there exists a projection r in M (A) such that p, < r < p .
Recently L. G. Brown [12] proved that under the assumption that A is a cr-unital C*-algebra with FS, then M(A) has FS if and only if interpolation by multiplier projections holds. Consequently using Theorem 3.1, we obtain that the generalized Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in M (A) if and only if interpolation by multiplier projections holds.
In this section we will prove five conditions equivalent to interpolation by multiplier projections. Thus these are equivalent to the six conditions in Theorem 3.1. We are hoping that these conditions give various possible ways to see when the generalized Weyl-von Neumann theorem holds in M (A).
The following lemma will be useful later, which can be regarded as a generalization of [21, 3. (a) For any increasing sequential approximate identity {rn) of B consisting of projections, there exists an increasing sequential approximate identity [pn] of A consisting of projections such that rn < pn for each n .
(b) If B is an ideal of A, for any given increasing sequential approximate identity {pn} of A consisting of projections, there is an increasing sequential approximate identity {rm} of B consisting of projections and nm / oo such that rm < pn for each m .
Proof, (a) Let {qn} be any sequential increasing approximate identity of A consisting of projections, and let e > 0. Since ||( 1 -qn)rx || -+ 0, we can choose m, large enough so that ||r,(l -qm )rx\\ is small. Then by Lemma 1.1 there exists a unitary element «, in If (A) such that ||w, -l||<e/2 and uxrxu\ < qm .
Then rx < u*xqm «, < u\qnux if n > mx.
Choose m2 > mx such that ||(r2 -r,)[(l -r,) -(u\qmux -rx)](r2 -r,)|| is small enough. Then we can use Lemma 1.1 again to get a unitary u'2 in U((l-rx)Ä(l-rx)) suchthat \\u2 -(1 -rx)\\ < e/2 and u'2(r2 -rx)u2 < u\qm ux -rx.
Let u2 = u2 + rx . Then u2rx = r{u2 = r, , ||m2 -1|| < e/22, and r2 < U2U\am UXU2 -U2UianUXU2 ^ H > m2 ' ^SO KX = M2riM2 -W2Ml^m M1M2 -u2u\qmuxu2.
By induction, we can find a sequence mn / oo and a sequence of unitaries {un} in U(A) such that (1) H«, -1|| < e/2"; (2) unri = riun = ri> i=l,2,...,n-l; For any ô in T7 and c in C, we have IW1 -r")c|| = ||¿>(r -r")c|| < \\b(e -en)\\ \\c\\ + \\b\\ \\(f -fn)c\\ -, 0 since be = brc (see [11, 3.29] ). It is obvious that {rn} is an approximate identity of D. Hence, (b) => (c).
(c) => (c) Let {rn} be any sequence of projections (not necessarily increasing) such that the condition (c) holds. Choose nx > 1 such that ||(1 -rn )r, || is small enough so that Lemma 1.1 applies to give a unitary «, in U(D) with the properties u\rxux < rn and ||m, -r|| < e, . Let r\ = r, and r'2 = uxrn u\ Then r'x < r'2£ D.
Choose n2> nx such that ||(1 -rn )r'2\ is small. Then Lemma 1.1 applies to obtain a unitary u2 £ U(D) with u2r'2u2 < rn and \\u2 -r\\ < e2. Let r3 = u2rn u2 . Then r2 < r3.
Proceeding in this way, we get a sequence nm / oo and a sequence of Since ||è(l -rn)c\\ -» 0, we can choose «, > 1 such that \\b(l-rní)c\\ = \\b(r-rn¡)c\\<e2.
Since ||è(l -rn)c|| -> 0, we can choose n2 > nx such that \\b(r -rn )c\ < e3.
It follows that \\b(rn2 -rn] )c\\ < \\b(r -rn2)c\\ + \\b(r -rn¡ )c\\ < e3 + e2 < 2e2.
Recursively we can find a sequence nm / oo such that \\b(r -rn )c|| < em+x )c\\ < 2e , m = 2,3,.... Changing notation, we may U"" -r" and so Case 2. There are infinitely many cn such that ||cj| >Sn.
Since A has FS, all her(rn -rn_x) (n > 1) have FS. For those n with ||cj| > ¿" we can find a positive element «n £ her(rn-rn_x) with finite spectrum such that ||A" -cj| < e" . Then ||«J| > ||cj| -e" > Sn -ân/6n2 > ÔJ2 . By operator calculus, there are mutually orthogonal projections eni in her(rn-rn_x) and numbers tm > 0 (1 < i < mn) such that hn = TJ™", tnieni.
Since HAJI > ôn/2 , there must be some tni > ôn/2 . Let en = E em ; [P -(Pn-Pn-x)]{rn -r"_i)[fl -(tf" -?"_,)] = Pn_x(rn -rn_x)qn_x for each n > 2 by condition (1). Since £^1, <5" < 00, we may assume that <5n < 1/4 for all n > 2 (delete some terms and rename pn, qn, and rn if necessary). for those n with ||yj| > ôn . For those n with ||yj| < 3n , using the same argument as in Case 1 once more we can find partial isometries vn £ C such that KVn=rn-rn-l> VnVn ^ °n ~ °n-X > an¿ K -»J < «,.
Define u = £{". |bJ>(52} w" € 77** and v= E vn+ E ™«eC**-{« : lb"ll<<5"2} {« : ll>-»ll>^ and e"$rn-rn_t}
We leave it to the reader to check from construction that u £ M(B) and v £ M(C). Let e = uu and f = v*v . Therefore, e £ M(B) n M(D) and / e Af (C) n M(D) are as desired. D
